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Staff editors
Although some Eastern students getting their
teacher certification expressed concern last
semester about gaining it on time because of
changes in the certification process on Jan. 1 by
the Illinois State Board of Education, the paper-
work was done on time and students were certi-
fied.
Some students were concerned with the
amount of time it was taking the  education
department with filing of paperwork qualifying
them for teacher certification and future jobs.
Despite these earlier concerns, Kathleen
Shank, teacher certification officer, said she per-
sonally took all 264 of the teacher certification
applications to the post office on Dec. 23 at 5:13
a.m.
Shank said any student not certified did not
submit paperwork to the teacher certification
office or did not fulfill graduation requirements.
Shank said 35 students did not submit paperwork
and 18 students did not fulfill graduation require-
ments or had trouble with transfer information
from junior colleges. 
She said because of the changing laws in cer-
tification, the ISBE asked that paperwork be sub-
Paperwork on time
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Office of Academic Affairs is under-
going changes in the organizational structure
with the reassignment and promotion of two
employees within the office.
Mary Herrington-Perry was promoted
from coordinator of curriculum to assistant
vice president for academic affairs on Jan. 1
as a result of the request from Charles Evans
to be reassigned as a professor in the political
science department after serving as an assis-
tant vice president for academic affairs, said
Teshome Abebe, vice president for academic
affairs.
Evans served as assistant vice president
for academic affairs since August 1994.
Abebe said he does not anticipate filling
Evans’ former position at this time. 
He said Herrington-Perry’s position does
not replace Evans’ former
position because Evans’ job
responsibilities were divided
up among the staff in the
Office of Academic Affairs.
Evans cited personal rea-
sons for his request to be reas-
signed, Abebe said.
“In late November, Dr.
Charles Evans asked that he be
reassigned for his own person-
al reasons,” Abebe said.
Evans said he has been hav-
ing health problems and mov-
ing to the political science department would
be in his best interests.
“I’ve been suffering some health difficul-
ties and I had been teaching in (the political
science) department since I have been here so
this seemed like a good decision,” Evans said.
Herrington-Perry said she is pleased with
her new position because it expands her
involvement with the university.
“It really does provide me with an enlarged
opportunity to work with the faculty,” she said.
Abebe said Herrington-Perry will not be
replacing Evans’position because the office of
academic affairs will be operating with one
less person.
Herrington-Perry said she will continue to
be responsible for all of her previous job
responsibilities and has been given more
responsibilities as a  result of Evans’ reas-
signment.
As assistant vice president for academic
affairs, Herrington-Perry is responsible for
curriculum development and coordination,
curriculum planning, freshman seminar, gen-
eral education, linked courses, review of
undergraduate education, senior seminar, the
university catalog and the university-wide
assessment plan, Abebe said. 
In addition, she also will serve as a liaison
to the Illinois Board of Higher Education, the
Illinois Articulation Initiative and the North
Central Association, Abebe said.
Herrington-Perry said she was assigned
the responsibilities of assessment and  as the
IAI liaison as a result of Evans’reassignment.
These were previously Evans’ responsibili-
ties.
“My responsibilities with (IAI) are to sim-
ply work on Eastern’s image with transfer
schools,” she said.
Regarding assessment, Herrington-Perry
said she will be responsible for revising the
assessment plan so it is more connected to
student learning.
She has worked in the
academic affairs office for about
nine years and has “exceptional
talents,” Abebe said. 
“It was an all-around
well-thought out and good deci-
sion,” he said.
While serving as the
coordinator of curriculum,
Herrington-Perry earned a
monthly salary of $4,259. With
her promotion, she will earn
$5,092 per month, said Shelly
Flock, director of media relations.
Herrington-Perry will not earn her full
salary of $61,104 this fiscal year because she
served as both coordinator of curriculum and
assistant vice president for academic affairs
during the fiscal year, Flock said.
As a result of her promotion, Herrington-
Perry will now make $883 more per month
and $10,008 more per year.
Herrington-Perry said former provost and
vice president for academic affairs Terry
Weidner had recommended she be promoted
in his final evaluation before retiring.
Evans said his reassignment has allowed
him to return to his love of teaching and is
very happy with his new position.
“I’m delighted with my colleagues and
I’m delighted with my students,” Evans said.
Evans is currently teaching two sections
of American Government and Constitution.
Assistant VP spot
changes hands
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Chair
Thursday established an adhoc sub-
committee to look into finding ways
for the senate to become more effec-
tive and efficient.
The subcommittee was estab-
lished by Faculty Senate Chair James
Tidwell as a result of a letter to the
senate regarding their efficiency and
effectiveness written by senate mem-
ber Mori Toosi.
Tidwell assigned senate members
Toosi, Gary Foster, Pat Fewell, John
Allison and Faculty Senate Vice-
chair Bonnie Irwin to serve on the
subcommittee. Toosi will chair the
subcommittee.
“I’d like to see a little bit more
efficiency and a little bit more effec-
tiveness of this committee we are sit-
ting on (Faculty Senate),” Toosi said.
He said he is bothered by the
amount of time the faculty senate
sometimes spends discussing issues
not on the agenda and said it would
be more effective if these items of
discussion are placed on future agen-
das.
Toosi recommended the faculty
senate establish a subcommittee to
research what issues the faculty is
concerned with and get data that
would be helpful to discussion of
agenda items.
“We are representing faculty and
we need to know what they think and
what they want,” Toosi said.
Senate member Pat Fewell said it
would be helpful to have the data on
issues being discussed before the
meeting.
“I don’t want to sit here and fly by
the seat of my pants,” Fewell said.
She said having information
before meetings would help the sen-
ate become more proactive.
Senate member John Allison pro-
posed a floating membership sub-
committee be established that would
be responsible for drafting motions.
“Passions don’t run so high with
Committee to examine efficiency of senate
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Back to the grind
Dan Ryan, a junior business management major, spots Tim Whitehead, a senior industrial technology
major, are working out at the bench press in the Student Recreational Center in the Lantz Gymnasium
Tuesday evening. Both were trying to get back into the habit of working out after the three week break
between semesters.
New certification process sparked concerns,OK now
See PAPERWORK Page 2
Evans steps down from Academic Affairs
See SENATE Page 2
It was an all-around
well-thought out
and good decision.”
Teshome Abebe,
vice president
for academic affairs
“
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Alcohol violations
n Timothy Robert Reno, 18, of
617 W. State Road #1, was
arrested at 2:40 a.m. on Dec. 29
at his residence on charges of
acceptance of alcohol by a
minor, a police report said.
n James R. Baker, 20, of 108
Eleventh St., and Andrew Lee
Manthey, 19, of 154 Anderson
St., Marquete, Mich., were
arrested at 8:20 p.m. on Jan. 7 on
charges of minor possession of
alcohol, a police report said.
Baker and Manthey were arrest-
ed in the 100 block of Eleventh
street, the police report said.
Residential thefts
n John Earlywine, 22, reported
a residential burglary at his resi-
dence at 1703 Ninth St. on Dec.
23, between 10:30 p.m. Dec. 5
and 12:45 a.m. Dec. 6, a police
report said. Earlywine said he
left the door to his residence
unlocked between those times. A
camera valued at $151, two rolls
of film worth $6, a jewelry box
valued at $10, CDs valued at $36
and various jewelry items worth
$206 were taken from the resi-
dence, according to the police
report.
n Brett S. Schnette, 23, of 1826
Douglas Ave., reported a resi-
dential burglary at his residence,
occurring sometime between
4:35 p.m. Dec. 22 and 12:40
a.m. Dec. 27, according to a
police report. Schnette reported
when he came home he noticed
his door ajar and discovered per-
sonal belongings missing from
the residence. The door appeared
to have been forced into and the
door jam broken. The door jam
was valued at $100. Among the
missing items were a pair of
speakers, valued at $175 each, a
stereo receiver worth $250, a
Sony Playstation, accessories
and games valued at  $570, a fax
machine worth $150 and a com-
puter tower worth $4000, the
report said. 
n Jeff L. Drozd, of 2219 Ninth
St. Apt. 117, reported a residen-
tial burglary occurring between 5
p.m. Dec. 12  and 3:39 p.m. Jan.
8, according to a police report.
Jasmine Sharp, also a resident of
that address, arrived home first
and noticed items belonging to
her, Drozd, and another room-
mate, Charles H. Huber, the
report said. Drozd noticed a door
that appeared to have been
forced open, damaging the door
and jam, valued at $400. Items
taken from the residence include
a television worth $225, a
garbage can worth $10, two
speakers valued at $85 each, a
microwave worth $100 and a
dart board and trunk containing
various items of unknown value,
police report said.
blotter
police
that sort of system,” Allison said.
Not all faculty senate members thought more effi-
ciency would be in the best interest of the senate.
“I would opt for deliberation in sacrifice of effi-
ciency,” said senate member Gary Foster.
Senate member Lankford Walker agreed.
“The (Faculty) Senate by definition is a delibera-
tive body and deliberation is not always efficient,”
Walker said. “ I think there is a bit of a trade-off that
you are going to have to accept in terms of efficien-
cy.”
Tidwell said the subcommittee will look into
ways the senate can become more effective and effi-
cient and report to the faculty senate in a few weeks.
In other business, Teshome Abebe, provost and
vice president for academic affairs requested the fac-
ulty senate find members to serve on a committee to
celebrate the centennial of Old Main.
The Old Main Centennial Celebration Committee
will find ways to celebrate the birthday of Old Main,
Abebe said.
“I feel perhaps that this institution ought to have
a celebration … so it can continue to remind us
where we have been and where we might go,” Abebe
said.
He said one way to celebrate Old Main would be
to sponsor monthly lectures by Eastern faculty mem-
bers.
Abebe said committee members should be cre-
ative and the committee would not be a big time
commitment.
Senate
from Page 1
mitted without students’ official
transcripts. She also said by having
the state require earlier paperwork,
the education department sent
notices for students to get their certi-
fication information in for paper-
work to be completed.
Shank also said the state request
resulted in the paperwork actually
getting out faster and certifying stu-
dents faster, in addition to saving
them four dollars on an official tran-
script fee, which the department
handled.  
“This was an extra step for us and
nothing for the student,” she said.
Jan. 6 was the first time the
department received anything from
students and the office worked very
hard and made a real effort to reach
the state request, Shank said.
All current teaching certificates
have changed because the Illinois
State Board of Education  passed a
new process of certifying teachers
through three new licenses. 
Shank said the governor passed
House Bill 452 last June, which
changed teacher certification, school
construction and other issues.
The bill doesn’t affect Eastern’s
curriculum or graduation require-
ments for education majors, it just
changes the name and process of
certification that occurs after gradu-
ation, Shank said.
Shank said the new process is
made up of three licenses titled
Initial license, Standard license and
National Board Certification.
The first license is an Initial
license for student teachers and
beginning teachers, which is valid
for four years, Shank said.
During these four years, teachers
will be guided by the school district
they work for in a mentor program,
Shank said. 
“Teachers will benefit because
schools are investing in them; stu-
dent teachers won’t be alone,” she
said.“It isn’t sink or swim anymore.”
Shank also said teachers learn the
most in their first four years of
teaching, and the mentoring is done
to support teachers and guide them
with hands- on learning.  
After four years the teacher
would then have to take a test or pass
an evaluation qualifying them for
the Standard license, Shank said.
During acquisition of the
Standard license, the teacher must
go through a Professional
Development program and prove he
or she has a teaching development
plan, Shank said.
The program will keep teachers
fresh by making them go through
workshops and meetings, she said.
Shank also said teachers must
document everything they do under
the program, which is still being dis-
cussed and will most likely be effec-
tive on July, 1.
Shank said the Standard license
is valid for five years, and teachers
then have to renew the license and
go through another Professional
Development program or   apply for
National Board Certification.
Shank said the National Board
Certification lasts for seven years
and only 11 people in Illinois have
achieved it.
“The certificates aren’t lifetime
anymore,” she said.
Shank said the new program can
be compared to  driver’s license:
teachers have to renew their certifi-
cate and take tests. Rather than tak-
ing an eye test for a driver’s license,
teachers will take specialized tests in
their field of teaching.
All current teachers will have to
go through the tests, including
Shank.
“The teaching force has to keep
up and go back to school,” she said.
The certification changes have
passed but the specifics are still
being finalized, Shank said. 
The mentoring program is still in
the works and isn’t finalized, as are
the rules and regulations of all the
licenses, which is worked on by
JCAR, a state agency at the office of
the ISBE. 
Paperwork
from Page 1
WASHINGTON (AP) – The national spelling bee –
as innocent as apple pie, right? – has spawned an inter-
national incident of sorts. 
Young spellers from Jamaica, home of the reigning
champ, have been banned from this year's competition.
The island nation is in an uproar. A spelling coach is
quoting scripture in his defense. 
Even the Rev. Jesse Jackson has entered the fray.
And it doesn't end there. Some people in spelling bee
land wonder whether Jamaica is drilling students to be
super spellers to beat the Americans. 
“The idea that there's this crop of kids spelling their
minds out in a spelling factory is not accurate at all,''
says O'Neil Hamilton, a spokesman for Jamaica's
embassy in Washington. 
It all started last May when 249 spellers from the
United States and a handful of other countries traveled
to the 71st annual spelldown in Washington. The event
is sponsored by Scripps Howard, part of the Cincinnati,
Ohio-based E.W. Scripps Co., which operates newspa-
pers and television stations. 
Worried that some youngsters might be getting extra
time to study, spelling bee officials imposed a new rule:
To be eligible for this coming May's competition,
spellers had to win a qualifying regional or local contest
held no earlier than this Feb. 1. That would require a
change in Jamaica, which for nearly four decades 
has held its spelling bee the August before the event. 
Jamaica's bee, however, was held again in August.
Scripps Howard then disqualified the sponsor, Phillips
& Phillips Stationery Supplies Ltd., from sending
spellers to this year's competition. 
“`Some people have taken this action as anti-
Jamaica. We have not banned the country,'' says Paige
Kimble, director of the spelling bee. “It's a specific
move against a sponsor, not a country.'' 
But the action hit hard in Jamaica, which has sent
spellers to Washington only twice – both with good
results. In 1997, Jamaican speller Jason Edwards James
placed eighth and last year, Bettina McLean finished
sixth and Jody-Anne Maxwell became the first non-
U.S. citizen to win the competition by successfully
spelling her final word C-H-I-A-R-O-S-C-U-R-I-S-T
(an artist who works in lights and darks). 
Ban on Jamaican spellers
sparks international tiff
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City editor
City officials and management
of the newly proposed Walker’s
Superfoods on the west side of
Mattoon are working together in
hopes beginning construction on a
new grocery store to replace the
Walker’s Superfoods that was
destroyed by a fire in October. 
Mark Elliot, manager of the
anticipated new store, said the com-
pany hopes to begin construction as
soon as possible, and the city has
been accommodating.
“The city has been really good
about special meetings, working
through the red tape,” he said.
Mattoon Building Inspector,
Kyle Gill said everything should be
finalized within a month, but the
owners and the city are still in the
review process.
Elliot said Walker’s manage-
ment is having some issues with the
sewer facilities and sidewalks in the
proposed site.
“One of the main things is the
sewer,” Elliot said. 
He said the sewer facilities, cur-
rently located on the site of the
unoccupied Thompson Motors
building, would be inadequate to
serve the size of the new building.
Gill said the lines in that area are
combination sewer and storm lines
which are constantly full as is.
“They’re looking for a way to
alleviate that,” Gill said.
The approximately 35,000
square-foot-store would be built on
the west side of 20th Street between
Richmond and Prairie avenues. The
front of the store would face Prairie
Avenue. 
The site where the old store
stood will be a parking lot, as well
as the site of Alexander’s office
supply, allowing parking to reach
across 20th Street.
A warehouse has been demol-
ished in the area along 20th Street
and demolition on the Thompson
Motors building recently began.
The Catholic Charities building on
20th Street will remain standing.
The plan also proposes 20th
Street continuing as a one way
street north of the site.
Gill said he does not foresee a
problem in the closing of the one-
block section of 20th Street.
Elliot said the new store would
be welcome by residents of
Mattoon.
“Definitely everybody wants to
get something back over here on the
west side of town,” he said.
Elliot said since the old store
burned down Mattoon residents
wanting something as simple as a
gallon of milk have had to go either
to the Super Wal-Mart on the far
east side of town, or a convenience
store.
The new store will hopefully
carry new benefits for its cus-
tomers, Elliot said.
“Two possibilities of new ser-
vices would be liquor and a phar-
macy,” he said.
Walker’s Superfoods to rebuild in a month
Deanna McIntyre / Photo Editor
Walker’s Superfood of Mattoon is beginning the rebuilding process. The grocery store was destroyed by an October fire.
The store will be located on the west side of 20th Avenue between Richmond and Prairie avenues, with the store front
facing Prairie.
City cooperates with grocery store,
sewer problems now under repair
By Chris Sievers
Student Government editor
Student Senate members
Wednesday will discuss a
$4,000 additional allocation to
the University Board that
could be used to add addition-
al programming for spring
semester.
The meeting will be at 7 p.m.
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The discussion was tabled at
the last senate meeting and
Senate Speaker Bill Gruen said
he did not know how people
would react to the additional
allocations after the senate
approved a $17,000 loan last
semester to help the UB pay off
concert debts.
In other business, senate
members will discuss the start of
a shuttle bus advisory commit-
tee. 
The advisory committee will
include members of the senate
and will be set up to oversee the
progress of the shuttle bus. 
Gruen also said he will
make a suggestion about the
way senate members make a
motion and the office hours
they keep.
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday will hear propos-
als for several new and revised
courses within several academic
departments as well as revisions of
two majors.
The meeting will be at 2 p.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
CAA Chair Bill Addison said
course proposals for new and
revised courses will be presented by
representatives from the family and
consumer sciences, philosophy and
finance departments.
New and revised course propos-
als include:
n FCS 3790 The Hospitality Industry;
revised course
n FCS 3796 Hospitality Operations;
revised course
n FCS 4345 Hospitality Administration;
new course
n FCS 4340 Conventions and Trade
Shows; new course
n PHI 3903 Feminism and Philosophy;
new course
n FIN 3730 Financial Markets; revised
course
n FIN 3750 Management of Financial
Institutions; revised course
n FIN 3770 Working Capital Management;
new course
n FIN 3780 Long-term Financial
Management; new course
The CAA also will hear propos-
als for the revision of the account-
ing and finance majors and a name
change for the hospitality service
concentration in the department of
family and consumer science,
Addison said.
A new member also will be join-
ing the CAA because of the retire-
ment of Ken Sutton, Addison said.
Allen Horney, professor of fine
arts, will take Sutton’s seat on the
CAA.
Horney was chosen to fill the
empty seat because he was selected
as an alternate in the election in
which Sutton was elected to the
CAA.
Alternates are selected based on
the number of votes they receive in
the election. Those people running
that do not receive enough votes to
sit on the CAA are selected as alter-
nates, Addison said.
CAA to hear revised course proposalsStudent Senate to discuss
more allocations to UB
Plow crews worked long
hours to clear streets
This is in response to Heather
Cygan’s editorial on the removal of
snow in the city of Charleston. 
I would like to correct Ms. Cygan
on a few misrepresentation of fact.
To begin with, the snow plow
crews did NOT stop plowing during
the past week’s snow storm. 
In fact, the crews were out so long
that they had to be relieved by the
reserve snow plow crew.
In less than a week’s time, the
original snow plow crew was at
work plowing the streets first for 30
some hours straight before being
relieved.
Secondly, when the snow falls at
the rate that it fell during the storm, it
is imperative to keep the snow routes
clear for emergency vehicles. This is
the priority of plowing. As a result,
sometimes the side streets do not get
plowed until the snow has completely
stopped. 
As it has been too cold for salt to
work (oh, yes that does happen),
there is no way to clear the ice with-
out damaging the equipment used to
plow the streets. 
Before insulting a group of hard
working men who spent countless
hours without sleep in plows for days
at a time, perhaps Ms. Cygan should
look into the facts. 
Believe it or not, there is more to
it than waving the magic fairy wand
and wishing the ice away. 
Kim Hunter
senior English major 
Charleston resident 
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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W ith the Student Senate’s recent his-tory of no shows and low numbersof attendance, it is encouraging tosee it is planning to ward off its
newly inflicted disease.
Student Senate’s plan to keep members in their
seats is a way to ensure business will always be
conducted in the future. This is a necessity for
the senate to pursue, since without the senate
conducting business the students are silenced.
Last semester, the senate lost several members
because of low grade point averages, missed
meetings and other time commitments.
The plan, proposed by Student Senate Speaker
Bill Gruen, is to keep
back-up students, who
are involved with the
Student Senate but not
technically voted in,
and current senate
members involved together in various areas that
compile the senate. This concept will take place
in order to keep a constant flow of interest and
understanding so if a senate member can no
longer fill his/her duties someone else will be
able to step in. 
Gruen said senate members realize they are
students first before senate members and the
Student Senate realizes this now also. This is
why the plan has been proposed.
Things happen – semesters get tough, social
problems arise and other obligations are placed
before senate meetings.  
This new understanding can only encourage a
larger number of students to join the Student
Senate in the future and inspire others to stick
with it. 
An understanding and level minded work
atmosphere is important to the learning process.
It creates a comfort zone and will only lead to
happier, more motivated members.
If this plan is pulled off, it will serve the best
of both worlds. The Student Senate will stay in
order and continue to move legislation and the
student voice will have constant microphone.
A change
for the better
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
All work, even cotton spinning, is noble; work is
alone noble ... A life of ease is not for any man,
nor for any god.
Thomas Carlyle
Scottish essayist and historian, 1795-1881
Full Senate
The Student Senate’s new plan
to have back-up members will
increase the productivity of the
group.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
The live human voice,when used incorrectlyis considered by some(myself included) to
often be the most annoying
sound in the world.  You know
the sound I’m talking about. It
is your mom telling you for the
millionth time to study harder
and drink less. It is your room-
mate's girlfriend (or boyfriend)
whining about how little time
your roommate spends with
his/her better half. It is your least favorite professor
reminding you that your 30 page research project on the
history of metaphysics is due at 8 a.m. tomorrow.
This annoying sound also comes in the form of tele-
marketers, corporate operators and many other people
who have careers that involve them talking on the tele-
phone.
In an effort to prevent many prospective clients, cus-
tomers or callers from also having to listen to this live
voice sound, many corporations have done away with the
live operator in favor of a prerecorded message that will
assist you in gathering any information you wish to find.
Whether you receive the tape that tells you to “Please
hold until the next available operator is able to take your
call” or “Thank you for calling.” “If you know your
party’s connection, please dial it now.”
While cost effective, these tapes rarely help more than
they further confuse or aggravate the caller thus becoming
the number one most annoying sound in the world. 
While on vacation  recently, I learned the importance
and value of the live human voice on the other end of the
line.
After vacationing in San Antonio for a week over the
semester break, I was getting excited about the prospect
of actually getting to go home
and spending a few days there
before coming back down to
Eastern. I was to arrive in
Chicago last Saturday (the day
the blizzard-like conditions
took effect) but upon hearing
that both Chicago airports were
closed I scrambled to the
phone get in touch with a ticket
agent representative of the air-
line I was flying.  
I called the toll-free cus-
tomer service number for several hours and got nothing
but a message saying, “Due to influx of calls because of
the severe weather in the Midwest, no sales representa-
tives are available to take your call. Please try back later.”
This message infuriated a stranded traveler as I swore
to never fly this airline again. That is until a sales rep
from a competing airline gave me a substitute number for
my airline’s elite customers. It was five hours later and
vastly approaching the time of my original flight and I
still had no new flight arrangements so I called.
Low and behold, a live voice answered the line and
immediately began searching every option to get me back
to Chicago as soon as possible. Kathy, the live ticket rep-
resentative, stayed on the phone with me for more than an
hour exhausting every option before landing me a flight
out of San Antonio on Tuesday afternoon. A recording
could never put that much effort or consideration into a
customer’s needs.
Kathy restored my faith in the airline and reassured me
that my needs would be met as soon as possible. Now
that’s customer service.
No more recorded messages, please
“ While on 
vacation  recently,
I learned the
importance and
value of the live
human voice on
the other end of
the line.”
Justin Kmitch
News editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Justin Kmitch is a senior journalism major and a bi-weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cujkh@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letter policy
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advertisers!
this is your chance to impress:
• neighbors
• friends
• loved ones
• many more!
place your ad today in the
daily eastern news!
one of our friendly ad representatives
will be happy to serve you!
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
Eastern students, faculty and
staff are invited to celebrate Martin
Luther King Jr.’s birthday Monday
with the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
in the 25th annual candlelight vigil.
The vigil will start at 5:45 p.m.
at Thomas Hall and will continue
with a spiritual walk to the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union.
George Bunn, president of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, said the
vigil is being performed to see
more unity on campus.
“We want everyone to come;
there’s power in numbers,” Bunn
said. “Martin Luther King, Jr. was
not just for the better man of the
black race but for the human race.”
Bunn said the fraternity mem-
bers will pass out candles donated
by the Newman Foundation and a
discussion will follow. 
Everyone will then march
around the quad toward the Union
chanting “we shall overcome.”
Bunn said if the weather is bad,
the walk will travel straight to the
Union, skipping the quad.
The Union activities include
speeches by Bunn and Norman
Greer, associate professor of
speech communications. The
speeches will be followed by a film
on Martin Luther King and the civil
rights movement, two song selec-
tions and an open microphone for
anyone inspired to speak on behalf
of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Bunn said he expects the event
to end around 9 p.m., and said he
really would like to see everyone
join the vigil in honor of Martin
Luther King Jr., who was a mem-
ber of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraterni-
ty.
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
Students who want to file their
tax returns in about 10 minutes can
do so by using the Telefile Tax
Package System.
This system, which is being
used for the fourth year, allows
individuals to dial up the Telefile
system by phone and file a return
electronically without any assis-
tance.
“This is one of the best things we’ve
ever done,” said Sue Hales,
Communications specialist and Internal
Revenue Service Spokesperson. “The
system is interactive and easy to fol-
low.”
Hales said the Telefile system is
convenient for college students
because the system is open 24
hours a day.
“Many college students are
night people. You can file any time
you want to,” she said.
Hale said individuals usually get
their refund back about three weeks
after they file their return. Another
option for people is to have returns
directly deposited into their bank
accounts. This process takes about
two weeks. 
Hales said to be eligible for the
Telefile system, individuals must
have a form sent to them by mail.
Telefile packages cannot be picked
up anywhere, and if they are lost,
they cannot be replaced.
Through a computer search,
individuals eligible for Telefile are
selected. The computer does this
through a tax filing criteria set by
the IRS.
According to the 1998 Telefile
Tax Records and Instructions, the
criteria for Telefile eligibility is:
n Only having income from wages,
salaries and tips, taxable scholarships
or fellowship grants, a taxable inter-
est income of $400 or less, unem-
ployment compensation, (unless any
was repaid in 1998), or Alaska
Permanent Fund dividends,
n Total income from the above is
less than $56,950 for singles and
less than $62,500 if married and fil-
ing jointly,
n All wages, salaries, tips and tax-
able scholarship or fellowship
grants are shown in box one of the
W-2 forms,
n Individuals (and spouse if filing
jointly) were under age 65 on Jan.
1, 1999 and not blind by the end of
1998.
After the criteria is met, booklets
are sent out to individuals, Hales
said. Once an individual receives
the Telefile booklet, they call a toll-
free number to initiate filing. The
process involves calling the number
and following the prompts.
“The computer reads your
answers back and any corrections
can be made during the process,” she
said. 
Hales also said the Telefile sys-
tem is easier to use than filling out
forms by hand because the comput-
er is doing most of the work.
“The system reduces the chance
of error because it’s doing all the cal-
culations for you and reads back the
calculations very clearly,” she said.
When filing is completed, the
personal identification number on
the Telefile package is used as an
electronic signature. Individuals
then receive a six digit confirmation
number, which is used as proof the
individual filed their tax return.
“It’s important to stay on the line
and get the confirmation number,”
Hales said. 
Hales said people are encour-
aged to file early because if they
owe money, they will have more
time to pay.
“We encourage electronic filing
for eligible people because if the
return is accepted, errors are very
uncommon. It’s the fastest and eas-
iest way to file,” Hales said.
Telefile system makes taxes easy, fast
Taxes, file returns can be completed over the phone 24-hours a day 
Visit other worlds...
The
DEN
Join
Human
rights,
equality
march
Monday
By Christy Kilgore
City editor
Illinois has taken steps to cut
down on fraud by issuing driver’s
licenses featuring a digital photo and
signature.
The new licenses offer advan-
tages to driver’s license facilities and
police, said Jonathon McKenzie,
facility manager at the Charleston
Secretary of State’s Drivers Services
Facility.
McKenzie said once the drivers
left the facility with the old licenses,
which featured Polaroid photos, the
office had no record of it.
With the current system, the pho-
tos are stored on a computer allow-
ing the driver’s license facilities to
access the photos and prevent people
from receiving false identification.
“It’s hopeful that it will cut down
on fraud,”he said.
Long-term goals for police
would allow officers to pull up dri-
ver’s license information on comput-
ers in their patrol cars.
The new licenses have been
available at the Charleston Secretary
of State’s Drivers Services Facility,
1010 E St., since Oct. 15, 1998,
McKenzie said.
McKenzie said the new licenses
are available, but the old licenses are
valid until their expiration date.
“It’s a misconception that people
have to come in and get a new one,”
he said.
The charge for getting a new
license is $5.
With the new licenses, red still
means under 21 and blue means
21 or over, but the colors are in
different places, McKenzie said.
The computer merges the digital
picture with a blue background and
above the picture is a box labeled
“drivers license” that is red or blue
depending on the driver’s age, he
said. The birthday is blocked in red
or blue, the state seal is outlined in
red or blue. If the driver is under 21,
there is a label above the picture
stating “under 21 until MM/DD/YY.”
Those who opt to become organ
donors also have the option of hav-
ing the lower right-hand corner of
the license printed with the word
“donor.”
Organ donors follow the same
procedure of signing the back of the
card along with two witnesses.
McKenzie said response to the
new licenses has been good.
“I think people like it,” he said.
McKenzie said starting Tuesday,
the licenses will carry the name of
new Secretary of State, Jesse White.
Illinois drivers get technological
Driver’s license fraud more difficult, old licenses good until expiration date
Illinois has taken steps to cut down on fraud by issuing drivers licenses featur-
ing a digital photo and signature. They have been available at the Charleston
Secretary of States Drivers Services Facility, 1010 E St., since Oct. 15, 1998.
581-2812
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FOR GREAT 
CARYOUT
DEALS
MEDIUM
Cheese &
Pepperoni
Little Caesars Pizza®
1 $333
NO NEED TO CALL...
FRESH, HOT , READY-TO-GO!
Come Before 4p.m. for 
Faster Service
Valid Wednesday Only! Carryout
Only. No Substitutions, Please.
First Come -First Served
Sorry...No Rainchecks
Wild Wednesday
Plus Tax
NO COUPON 
NECESSARY
VALID FOR A 
LIMITED TIME
NO 
LIMIT
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Thursday
$200 Pints
Sam Adams, Fosters,
Beck’s Dark
$125 Bottles
Labatt Blue
Tonight
$100 Pints
Leinie & MGD
509 Van Buren 345-2380
$1.50 16oz
Miller lite
Bottles
$2.00 Burger
& Fries
Saddam becomes more aggres-
sive with no-fly zone challenges
WASHINGTON (AP) – Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein has adopted a much more aggressive posture
in recent weeks by nearly doubling the number of
mobile surface-to-air missile sites in the northern and 
southern no-fly zones and using them to threaten U.S.
and British planes. 
As well, the Iraqi leader has sent warplanes into the
two off-limit zones at least 66 times in the past two
weeks, said a senior defense official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity. 
The Iraqi aircraft also seem to be employing tactics
aimed at entrapping the U.S. and British warplanes
keeping watch over most of Iraqi airspace, the official
said. 
Opening arguments prepared
WASHINGTON – The House impeachment team
readied opening arguments on Tuesday for President
Clinton's Senate trial, while White House spokesman
Joe Lockhart ridiculed their written filings as
“overblown rhetoric'' alleging sinister plots. 
President pays Jones settlement
WASHINGTON – President Clinton mailed a check
for $850,000 to Paula Jones on Tuesday to settle her
sexual harassment allegations, officially ending the
sensational legal battle that cast his presidency into cri-
sis. 
Supreme Court looks at when
schoolyard teasing is harassment
WASHINGTON (AP) – Supreme Court justices,
hearing a sexual harassment case that could affect
schools nationwide, questioned Tuesday how to draw
the line between children's playground taunts and
something more sinister. 
“Little boys tease little girls,” said Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor. “Is every one of these incidents going
to lead to a lawsuit?'' 
In considering a case involving a fifth-grade boy in
Georgia who groped a classmate and made crude
remarks, the justices must decide whether schools are
to blame if educators willfully ignore and do not stop
boorish conduct between students. 
“How does the school define ... the harassment, as 
distinguished from teasing,” which may be widespread
and based solely on a student's sex, Justice David
Souter asked. 
inbrief
washington
RACINE, Wis. (AP) – A 16-year-
old boy accused of masterminding a 
plot to kill students and educators at
his high school will be tried as a
juvenile. 
The district attorney’s office on
Tuesday withdrew a petition to pros-
ecute the boy as an adult on murder
conspiracy charges. 
However, they added three counts
of conspiracy to commit false impris-
onment and three counts of conspir-
ing to take hostages. 
Lawyers for two other 16-year-old
boys accused in the plot said they had
been told by the district attorney’s
office that their clients will be tried
as juveniles too. 
“It’s wonderful news,’’ lawyer
Franklyn Gimbel said. “They’re
being treated as children, as they
should.’’
If convicted in juvenile court, the
defendants face up to three years in
custody, compared with a maximum
sentence of 120 years in prison if
prosecuted as adults. 
Police said the boys, whose
names were withheld because of
their age, admitted planning to steal
guns and take over Burlington High
School to kill certain educators and
at least 12 students who had picked
on them. 
Police were tipped off to the plot
and the boys were arrested Nov. 15. 
The decision not to prosecute the
boy as an adult came after the rec-
ommendations of psychological and
criminal justice experts, Assistant
District Attorney Richard Barta
said. 
Alleged ringleader in school
plot to be tried as juvenile
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) – The brother of Unabomber Ted
Kaczynski said Tuesday he’ll help out people hurt by para-
noid schizophrenics by establishing a fund with the federal
reward he got for turning in his brother. 
David Kaczynski said he would have preferred the $1
million reward go entirely to victims of the bomb attacks.
But since taxes would have eaten up about three-quarters of
the reward, David Kaczynski is doing what he figures is the
next best thing. He and his wife, Linda Patrik, said they’re
giving about $500,000 to the Albany branch of The
Community Foundation, a charity. 
The organization will distribute the cash to people who
were victims of crimes committed by paranoid schizophren-
ics. Ted Kaczynski, a former Berkeley mathematics profes-
sor turned backwoods hermit, was diagnosed by a prison
psychiatrist as a paranoid schizophrenic. 
Ted Kaczynski was convicted last year and is serving a
life prison sentence for 16 attacks that killed three and
injured 29 people. 
For legal reasons, the Kaczynskis can’t earmark the
money specifically for the victims or survivors and still get
the tax exemption. But they have put some restrictions on
where the money can go, and say they hope that the
Unabomber’s victims will apply for and get the funds. 
Only people victimized between 1978 and 1995 in
Connecticut, California, Utah, Illinois, Tennessee, Michigan
and New Jersey are eligible. 
Some $215,000 is expected to cover taxes the Kaczynskis
will still have to pay and another $250,000 is going to pay
the lawyer that worked with the family and federal officials. 
“It feels like a considerable relief,’’David Kaczynski said. 
“It feels like we’ve done what we can and it feels like
we’re one step closer to closure.’’
Kaczynski set up fund to distribute
reward for turning in Unabomber
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) – Yale
University lecturer James Van de Velde
was scheduled to teach courses this
semester about the covert world of inter-
national espionage and drug trafficking. 
But whispers of murder and intrigue
have come to haunt the teacher himself:
Van de Velde is a suspect in the slaying
of one of his students. 
Yale canceled Van de Velde’s two
spring semester classes, which were
supposed to begin on Monday, saying
that while Van de Velde is presumed
innocent, his presence in the classroom
would be “a major distraction for stu-
dents and impair their educational expe-
rience.’’
In a statement Tuesday,Van de Velde
said he is cooperating with police inves-
tigating the stabbing death of Suzanne
Jovin, a 21-year-old political science
student from Goettingen, Germany. 
“The public announcement that I am
‘in a pool of suspects’ in the murder of
Suzanne Jovin is immensely upsetting,’’
said Van de Velde, 38, referring to the
wording of a statement from the univer-
sity this week. “Any suggestion that I
had anything to do with the death of my
former student is deeply, deeply painful
and outrageous.’’
Jovin was stabbed 17 times in the
neck and back on Dec. 4. Her body was
discovered in a wealthy neighborhood
not far from campus. 
Yale lecturer’s future clouded by investigation
ATTENTION!  ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental dis-
abilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVENING, NIGHT, and
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training
is provided. Apply at: CCAR
Industries 825 18th St.,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E. _
______________________5/4
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn
$3 - $5 per Visa/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box. 1-800-
932-0528 x65. www.ocmcon-
cepts.com
_____________________4/12
Part time or full time employee
needed to work in a group
home serving individuals who
have developmental disabilities.
Need to cover weekend
Midnight to Eight a.m. shift.
Requires H.S. diploma or GED.
This position has the potential
for the right individual to
advance in the company. Call
345-2922 or apply in person at
910 17th Street in Charleston.
Ask for Scott.
_____________________1/15
AVAILABLE NOW!  Individuals
to do intermittent in-home care
for children/adults with disabili-
ties in COLES, CUMBERLAND,
and DOUGLAS counties.
Primarily evenings, and week-
ends. Excellent second job.
Send resume or apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL  61920. E.O.E.
______________________2/5
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME!
$500 - $4,000 P/T or F/T per
month. Training provided. ulti-
matesuccess.com or 800-228-
3661.
_____________________1/15
GLIK'S EDGE IS ON THE
MOVE!!  Glik's is seeking posi-
tive, enthusiastic individuals
interested in exciting career
opportunities. If you are, and
would like to be a part of our
winning team, we should talk!
Available positions are:
Daytime Sales Associates and
Evening Sales Associates.
Stop by and pick up an applica-
tion at: Glik's Edge, Cross
County Mall #45, Mattoon.
_____________________1/13
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________5/4
Wanted-student to babysit at
local church during women's
bible study. Every Tues. 9:00-
10:30 a.m. $6 per week.
Please call 348-8192.
_____________________1/13
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Whoever said "going to work"
had to be boring and ordinary?
Heritage Residential
Alternatives offers a new and
rewarding experience working
with individuals with develop-
mental disabilities. Your con-
cern can make a difference
while you make excellent pay!!
FT/PT positions available now!
Life/Health/Dental/401K for FT
and competitive starting salary,
flexible scheduling. HABILITA-
TION AIDES/CNA'S P.T.
ASSISTANT, ACTIVITY AIDES,
NURSES/LPN'S. 2nd and 3rd
shifts, Flex time available, Full
training including state certifica-
tion. $6.80-8.61 per hour. Send
resume or applications to:
Human Resources, 738 18th
St., Charleston, IL 61920.
Walk-Ins welcome, EOE. "All
things are possible to those who
believe."
_____________________1/22
Sitter needed for friendly puppy
Saturday's 8:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Jan. 23, 30, & Feb. 6. Call
Diane or Robert Smith. 258-
8084.
_____________________1/15
12 CNA's needed immediately
for full time 2nd and 3rd shift
positions. Excellent Benefits
package includes life, health,
401k and dental. Highly com-
petitive starting salary. PART
TIME ALSO AVAIL. Apply @
738 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920.
_____________________1/22
710 Buchanan - 1/2 block north
of campus. 3 bedroom fur-
nished for 5 - 6 students. Call
345-8547.
_____________________1/22
7/8 persons for large 2 story
home, furnished plus
washer/dryer. 1 block north of
O'Brien field. Call Howard 348-
7653.
______________________5/4
ORCHARD PARK APART-
MENTS. 3 bedroom, 3 or 4 peo-
ple needed. Call 345-9258 after
noon or 345-2416 anytime.
_____________________1/15
Furnished 4 bedroom, 1250
square feet, parking, laundry,
low utilities, available Fall and
Spring '99/00 (also available
Summer '99). $205 per bed-
room, 10 or 12 month lease, 6
blocks north of Hardee's, phone
Dawn at 345-8893.
______________________2/8
Available immediately for the
Spring Semester. 2 bedroom
apartment furnished.
$450/month call Park Place
Apartments at 348-1479.
_____________________1/15
Available Spring Semester - 2
bedroom close to campus.
Washer/Dryer. No pets!
$400/month. Call 345-5037.
_____________________1/22
ALL UTILITIES PAID!!  Large 1
bedroom apartments available
for Fall '99. NO PETS!  NO
PARTIES!!  Very quiet building.
Mature, responsible people
only. $385 per month. 11 1/2
month lease. Located at 24
West Buchanan Avenue. Call
345-6759 and leave message.
______________________5/4
REDUCED RENT!  NEW LUX-
URY APARTMENT ON THE
SQUARE AVAILABLE SPRING
AND SUMMER. 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED. CALL 345-2702
OR 345-9139.
_____________________1/13
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS!
1611 9th Street. One girl need-
ed for spring semester. Newly
redecorated apartment com-
pletely furnished. 2 garage
spaces also available for spring.
Call 345-7136.
______________________5/4
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FOR 1999 -
2000 SCHOOL YEAR!  1611
9th Street. 1 block east of Old
Main, completely furnished.
Heat & garbage included. 9
month individual lease. Call
345-7136.
______________________5/4
Fall 5,4,3, & 2 bedroom houses
and brand new 2 bedroom
apartments. Close to campus.
Call 348-5032.
______________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL '99. 1,
2, & 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCA-
TION. 345-6000.
______________________5/4
3 bedroom house available for
Fall 1999. $210 per person - 3
occupants. 12 month lease.
Located at 811 North 4th Street.
897-6266.
_____________________1/15
4 bedroom house available Fall
1999. $225 per person 5 - 6
occupants. 12 month lease.
Located at 503 Harrison. Call
897-6266.
_____________________1/15
DORM SIZE FRIG as low as
$25.00 for Spring Semester.
348-7746.
______________________5/4
AVAIL. NOW, BRAND NEW
3BD DUPLEX For Spring
Semester, has all the amenities,
water and trash paid. $750/mo.
820 Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
AVAIL AUG, 2 BD 1 1/2 BATH
FURN APT. 12 mo. lease, trash
paid, free laundry facility. 1017
Woodlawn. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
1 BR large furnished apt. locat-
ed at 743 6th Street nice!  Also
available large 2 BR Apt. Avail
now. Call 581-7729 or 345-
6127. $355 per mo.
______________________5/4
3 bedroom house for rent. Low
rent/utilities. Great deal, call
345-5554. 1307 "A" St.
_____________________1/15
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2
PERSONS. FURNISHED
$440/MONTH. 1 BLOCK
NORTH OF O'BRIEN FIELD.
CALL HOWARD. 348-7653.
______________________5/4
Efficiency apts. 1 1/2 blocks
from campus. Brand new
duplex 2 blocks from campus.
348-0394.
_____________________1/20
Female sublessor needed now.
$150/mo. Very close to cam-
pus. 234-9170.
_____________________1/15
For lease for the fall of '99 - 2
through 6 bedroom houses.
346-3583.
_____________________1/20
For Rent - Condos Oceanside.
$313-320. $320-$327.
Pompano Beach, FL 345-3306.
_____________________1/26
Girls very large furnished house
for 7 on first St. No pets. 345-
5048 9-5p.m.
_____________________1/22
Girls 1, 2, & 3 bedroom fur-
nished Apt. walking distance to
school. No pets. 345-5048 9-
5p.m.
_____________________1/22
2 bedroom, townhouse apt fur-
nished. Trash pick up included.
2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350.
_____________________1/15
4 Bedroom apts. 1430 9th St.
$200 per person. Call 345-
6621.
______________________5/4
3 Bedroom apts. 1125 4th St. &
1426 9th St. $230 per month,
per person. call 345-6621.
______________________5/4
Apartments: 1, 2 or 3 bedroom.
1 to 4 people needed.
Reasonable. Call 345-2416.
_____________________1/15
Sublessor needed. Own bed-
room, one housemate. Next to
campus call 815-485-8710.
_____________________3/15
Sublessors needed. 2 bedroom
apartment, rent negotiable.
1112 Division #1. Open imme-
diately. Call Jim Wood at C-21
Wood Real Estate at 345-4489.
_____________________1/29
NEEDED SUBLESSOR FOR
SP 99. ON 6TH ST. WATER &
ELECTRIC INCLUDED OWN
BEDROOM. CALL DANNY @
345-8283.
_____________________1/19
SUBLESSORS NEEDED. 2
bedroom Apt. available for
Spring 99. Call 345-4019.
_____________________1/22
Two female sublessors needed
for Sp' 99. Own rooms at 1528
2nd St. Call Alissa or Michelle
348-6248.
_____________________1/15
Need a cheap place to crash
through May?  Rent is nego-
tiable. Call now--348-5659.
_____________________1/15
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.
___________________OO/HA
ATTENTION!!!  NEED ROOM-
MATE FOR FALL 99. 2 BRM
Apt. $220/mo. Newly rmld. Ask
for Dan 348-5986. Fall 99 &
Spring 2000.
_____________________1/15
Loving Caucasian couple hop-
ing to adopt a baby. We will pro-
vide your child with a good
home and all the love, care,
patience, understanding, guid-
ance, and support throughout
life that you would expect us to.
Without a child our lives are
incomplete. We realize you
have a choice and beg you
please let it be us. Call collect
Judy & Alan 773-229-0691.
_____________________1/15
For Sale 1996 Nissan 200 SX-
SE white 5 speed spoiler
47,XXX miles. Excellent condi-
tion. Great gas mileage. Valued
at $9600, asking $8600 or o.b.o.
Call 345-1292 or 342-4521.
_____________________1/19
Sigma Kappa Formal Chapter
Meeting will be Monday,
January 18, at 7:00p.m.
_____________________1/13
Congratulations to Melissa
Mikus of Alpha Sigma Tau on
getting lavaliered to Ryan
Tendick of Delta Chi. Your sis-
ters are so happy for you.
_____________________1/13
Congratulations Delta Sigma
Phi on placing first in grades. I
am very proud!  YITBOS, Bob.
_____________________1/13
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
There are no Campus Clips for Today
CampusClips
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To our Alpha Gam Man, Brian
Rudd. We hope you had a great
Christmas Break. Love, the
ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta.
_____________________1/13
To the men of Delta Chi-
Welcome Back!  I hope you had
a wonderful break. Good luck
with classes and I'll see you
soon!  Love, Lindsay.
_____________________1/13
Shelli Glatchak of ASA~
Congratulations on your
engagement to Zach Hartmann!
Your sisters are happy for you.
_____________________1/13
Congratulations to Stacie
Hansen of Delta Zeta on getting
lavaliered to Brian Hooker of
Lambda Chi Alpha. Love, Lynn
and Casey.
_____________________1/13
Matt Hart of Sigma Pi. We hope
you had a great break!  Get
ready for a fun semester. Love,
the Sig Kaps.
_____________________1/13
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to welcome everyone
back. Good luck this semester.
_____________________1/13
Spring Break '99. Seats are
selling fast!  Book your trip
NOW or you may be left behind!
Mazatlan & Cancun. Air, hotel,
transfers, 14 meals FREE, 20
hours all-u-can-drink FREE!
Limited Availability!  Call FREE
for brochures 1-800-395-4896.
(www.collegetours.com)
_____________________1/13
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
WELCOME BACK TO THE
WARMTH OF TROPI-TAN. 10
TANS $25. 348-8263.
_____________________1/29   
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing
classes for Spring 1999 semes-
ter. To apply, come to the Art
Office, Fine Arts 216.
_____________________1/27
Classifiedadvertising
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
NEED SOME CASH?
Sell your stuff in the 
Daily Eastern News
CHICAGO (AP) – Michael Jordan,
regarded as the greatest player and greatest
draw in National Basketball Association
history, will announce his retirement from
the Chicago Bulls on Wednesday, a source
said Monday. 
Jordan, whose final shot last season
brought the Bulls their sixth championship
of the decade, will retire for the second
time in five years, a source told The
Associated Press on condition of anonymi-
ty. 
Jordan’s retirement also was reported by
The New York Times, USA Today and The
Denver Post. 
There had been considerable specula-
tion as to Jordan’s future since NBA play-
ers and owners reached a settlement last
Wednesday to end a six-month lockout.
But the six-time playoff MVP has decided
to retire at age 35. 
Jordan is a five-time NBA MVP. He led
the league in scoring 10 times and averaged
31.5 points per game. 
“Until he announces whether he is retir-
ing or returning, anything else is specula-
tion,’’ Jordan’s agent, David Falk, told the
AP late Monday. 
With NBA players preparing for an
abbreviated season to begin Feb. 5, Jordan
was expected to announce his plans before
training camps open. 
“Rumors are flying fast and furious, but
until he has his press conference it would
be inappropriate to comment on something
down the road,’’ Falk said. 
Jordan had been in the Bahamas on
vacation, but returned this week to
Chicago. Another source who also request-
ed anonymity told the AP that Jordan sum-
moned teammates Scottie Pippen and Ron
Harper to his home to discuss the team’s
future. 
Bulls owner Jerry Reinsdorf and team
spokesman Tim Hallam declined to com-
ment on Jordan’s plans. 
Jordan retired from the Bulls in October
1993, saying he wanted to devote more
time to his family. Instead, he spent 1994
playing minor league baseball for the
Double-A Birmingham Barons, a farm
team of the Chicago White Sox. 
The budding outfield prospect left base-
ball in the spring of 1995, and decided to
return to the game he loved. 
Jordan expected to retire from
basketball career for second time
June 20, 1993 – Chicago
Bulls beat Phoenix for their
third straight NBA title. Jordan
is the first player named NBA
Finals MVP three years in a
row. 
Aug. 3, Aug. 13, 1993 – The
body of Jordan’s father is found
in North Carolina but not identi-
fied until 10 days later. 
Authorities determine he was
killed July 23. Two men are
later charged with the murder. 
Oct. 6, 1993 – Jordan stuns
the basketball world by retiring,
saying he has nothing left to
prove in basketball. 
December 1993 – Jordan begins
working out for a try at baseball
with the Chicago White Sox. 
Feb. 7, 1994 – Jordan signs a
free agent contract with the
White Sox, saying he is not
afraid to fail. The team invites
him to spring training. 
March 21, 1994 – White Sox
assign Jordan to minor league
camp. 
March 31, 1994 – White Sox
assign Jordan to the Class AA
Birmingham Barons of the
Southern League. 
April 8, 1994 – Jordan starts
his first professional baseball
game, playing right field for the
Barons. For the season, Jordan
bats .202 with 51 RBIs, 30
stolen bases and 114 strikeouts
in 127 games. His presence
boosts attendance enormously
throughout the Southern
League. 
Sept. 9, 1994 – Jordan scores
52 points in a charity basketball
game set up by Scottie Pippen.
After the game – the last one at
Chicago Stadium – Jordan
kneels and kisses the center of
the floor. 
September-November –
Jordan plays for the Scottsdale
Scorpions of Arizona Fall
League, batting .252 in 35
games. 
Nov. 1, 1994 – Bulls retire
Jordan’s No. 23 and unveil a
statue of him in front of the
United Center, the Bulls’ new
home, during a glitzy, made-for-
television extravaganza. 
Feb. 17, 1995 – Jordan turns
32 in Sarasota, Fla. as the White
Sox open spring training. 
March 2, 1995 – Jordan leaves
White Sox spring training camp
after the team is split into those
who will play exhibition games
and those who won’t. Jordan
had vowed earlier to stay out of
the middle of the strike. 
March 7-9, 1995 – Jordan
appearances at Bulls’ Berto
Center training facility prompt
speculation he will return to
basketball. 
March 18, 1995 – Jordan and
the Bulls announce that he will
rejoin the team and be in the
lineup for the next day’s nation-
ally televised game against the
Indiana Pacers at Indianapolis. 
March 19, 1995 – Jordan
returns wearing number 45, the
same number he wore for the
Barons and as a basketball play-
er in junior high school. He
plays 38 minutes, scoring 19
points on 7-for-28 shooting with
six rebounds and six assists in
Chicago’s 103-96 overtime-loss
to Indiana. 
March 28, 1995 – In his fifth
game back, Jordan scores 55
points on 21-for-37 shooting at
Madison Square Garden in
Chicago’s 113-111 victory over
New York. 
May 18, 1995 – Jordan and the
Bulls are knocked out of the play-
offs by the Orlando Magic in the
Eastern Conference Semifinals. It
is the first time a Jordan-led
Chicago team is bounced from the
playoffs since 1989-90. 
June 16, 1996 – Jordan leads
Chicago over Seattle in the
NBA finals in his first full sea-
son back since retirement. The
Bulls win an NBA season-
record 72 games and Jordan
wins his eighth scoring title, is
named regular season MVP,
NBA Finals MVP and All-Star
Game MVP. 
Nov. 30, 1996 – Jordan
scores 25,000th career point in
San Antonio. 
June 13, 1997 – Jordan and
the Bulls win their second
straight NBA title, defeating
Utah in six games. Jordan is
named one of the NBA’s 50
greatest players. Jordan wins his
second consecutive scoring title,
ninth overall, and is named
NBA Finals MVP for the sec-
ond straight season. 
March 27, 1998 – 62,046
fans show up at the Georgia
Dome – the largest crowd in
NBA history – anticipating
Jordan’s retirement. Jordan
scores 34 points in Chicago’s
89-74 win over Atlanta. 
April 3, 1998 – Jordan scores
41 points against Minnesota to
become the third player in NBA
history to reach 29,000 career
points. Jordan joins Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar and Wilt
Chamberlain as the only players
to score 29,000. 
June 14, 1998 – Chicago
wins its third straight NBA title
and sixth in eight years, beating
Utah. It is the second time this
decade the Bulls won three con-
secutive titles. Jordan wins his
third straight scoring title and
10th of his career. Jordan is
named regular season MVP,
NBA Finals MVP and All-Star
Game MVP. 
Jan. 13, 1999 – Jordan
expected to announce his retire-
ment. 
The Jordan chronology: Goodbye No.23
By The Associated Press
Preseason games such as the
Kickoff Classic and Pigskin
Classic will be out of business
by 2002, according to a decision
Tuesday by the NCAA Division
I board of directors allowing a
12th major-college football
game. 
Also, the board decided to
allow Division I schools to play
28 basketball games, one more
than the current limit, but
removed the exemption for pre-
season tournaments such as the
Maui Invitational and Great
Alaska Shootout. 
The 12th football game
would be allowed only in those
years in which there are 14
Saturdays in the season, which
occurs six times over a 20-year
period. 
“There was very little discus-
sion,’’ David Berst, the NCAA’s 
chief of staff for Division I gov-
ernance. “It eliminates presea-
son events.’’
The proposal’s passage effec-
tively eliminates the Pigskin,
Kickoff, Eddie Robinson and the
Black Coaches Association
games. The Football Issues
Com-mittee said earlier it was in
the best interests of college foot-
ball to eliminate the preseason
events. 
Basketball tournaments such
as the Maui, Great Alaska,
Puerto Rico Shootout and pre-
season NIT wouldn’t be out of
business, but would face diffi-
culty getting teams, since those
games would now count against
a team’s limit of 28 a season.
And schools would be limited to
two preseason tournament
appearances every four years. 
NCAA: No
more
preseason
football
contests
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The ladies of Alpha  Sigma Tau present their
1999 Comittee Heads
Dervy Days: Jessica Samford
World Series: Amanda Schaefer
co-chair: Meagan Dudiziak
Homecoming: Kelli Spiezio
co-chair: Lindsay Yoder
Formal: Kara Hilgenberg
co-chair: Jenny Schrock
Community Service: Lauren Erickson
co-chair: Leslie Barton
Sorority Growth & Development: Megan Conner
co-chair: Kristin Bergman
Ritual: Angie Thor
co-chair: Jamie Crockett
Intramural: Allyson Foley
co-chair: Jen Calloway
Pictures ‘n Favors: Shannon O’Keefe
Money Making: Andi Frank
President’s Award: Brenda Pacynski
By-Laws: Lindsay Muller
Sergeant at Arms: Ginger Rentfrow
Chaplain: Becky Smith
feel strong
have fun
Advertise
Situation could get worse before it improves
Editor’s note: This is the second in
a three part series looking at the
upgrade of the Eastern athletic
facilities.
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
With change often comes a time
of inconvenience. In order to get
something in the long run, you
sometimes have to give up another
thing.
The football, track and cross
country teams are now learning that
lesson as the improvements to
O’Brien Stadium are about to get
underway.
The new weight room and team
meeting rooms will greatly benefit
the teams, but in the meantime the
coaches must endure minor incon-
veniences.
While the renovations are
underway, the coaches will be
moved to makeshift offices located
in mobile trailers with few luxuries.
“We hope it won’t be that bad,”
head football coach Bob Spoo said
of the inconveniences. 
“We just need a place to watch
film and where the staff can meet.
Hopefully it will not be a great
inconvenience.”
The coaches most affected by
the move will be the track coaches.
Not only will they be forced to relo-
cate their offices, but they will have
to do it in the middle of their sea-
son.
“We are looking forward to the
completion of the offices,” men’s
track coach Tom Akers said. “We
will be completely disjointed dur-
ing the season, so it could be bad,
but hopefully foresight will have
been taken to avoid problems.”
Complicating matters for the
track teams is that Eastern will be
hosting the Ohio Valley Conference
Indoor Championships and the
National Junior College
Championships this season.
The relocation of coaches’
offices will not be the only incon-
venience for the teams. 
With the closing of the weight
facility in O’Brien, teams will have
to use the weight room in the Lantz
Building that several other athletic
teams already use.
If nothing else, the renovations
have succeeded in satisfying every
coach involved.
For head soccer coach Tim
McClements the renovations mean
a move from his current office in
Lantz to the stadium.
“I think it’s great. I am really
excited about it,” McClements said.
“It is going to be a great move to
a new facility. Whenever we have
the opportunity to be around the
new facility it helps with recruiting
also.”
Akers is looking forward to the
possibility of the hiring of a full
time strength and conditioning
coach.
“A full time strength coach is
long overdue,” Akers said. “We are
looking forward to the addition of
the coach and being able to utilize
that person’s services.”
For head baseball head coach
Jim Schmitz, the team meeting
rooms are the most appealing.
“That is the one thing that I am
really excited about,” Schmitz said.
“As a program we are always
meeting in hallways or having to
reserve a classroom. It will be very
positive for us.”
Although it may be inconve-
nient now, when the renovations are
complete it will all seem worth it.
“When it’s done there will be
pretty nice offices for the coaches
and a nice usable weight room for
football and other teams,” head
cross country coach John
McInerney said. 
“That’s what you hope for and
endure all the inconveniences for.”
By David Pump
Staff writer
Eastern gave a shooting clinic
of do’s and do not’s to its fans and
to Tennessee State Tuesday
evening in its 72-63 victory at
Lantz Gymnasium.  
The Panthers (10-7, 5-2) first
demonstrated the do not’s as they
shot a dismal 28 percent from the
field in the first half. Sophomore
Kyle Hill was 1-of-7 from the
field, and said he felt like he need-
ed to go to a clinic.
“I started the game feeling kind
of dizzy,” Hill said.  “I did not eat
until the pregame meal and that
may be the reason for the dizzi-
ness.”
Hill also said he wasn’t taking
good shots, and that may have also
led to his poor shooting in the first
stanza.
“I took a few shots that were
uncalled for,” he said.  “Then I just
started to run the offense and find
open guys.”
Eastern also kept with its do
not’s theme shooting a dismal 4-
of-12 from
the free
throw line in
the first half.
Senior guard
Jack Owens was 1-of-5 from the
charity stripe going into the locker
room.
“If we would have converted
our free throws we wouldn’t have
been in that situation,” Eastern
head coach Rick Samuels said.
Tennessee State didn’t fare
much better shooting a 34 percent
from the field, and that is why the
Tigers only held a 30-25 advantage
heading into the break.
But Tiger coach Frankie Allen
said it was the Panthers’ defense
that caused havoc, not them taking
bad shots.
“They played well defensively,”
Allen said. 
In the second half Eastern
exhibited its do’s section of the
clinic, and that spelled trouble for
the Tigers.
The Panthers shot a blistering
52 percent in the second half and
an astonishing 56 percent from
three point territory. Owens led
Eastern hitting four of the six
three’s he took on the evening.
“We were getting him open
more,” Hill said.
Junior Michael Forrest said
Owens was determined to bounce
back from the 0-for-10 perfor-
mance at State earlier this season.
Forrest also got into the second
half exhibition going a perfect 8-
for-8 from the free throw line mak-
ing four of them in a seven second
span.
“I have always been a good free
throw shooter,” the community
college transfer said.
Tennessee State played the
reverse of the Panthers as its shoot-
ing percentage fell to 32 percent
for the second half mainly in part
of going 3-of 16 from behind the
arc.  Tiger Sophomore Jamie
Roberts missed eight three point-
ers on the evening.
“We had a size advantage
inside, but we were unable to take
advantage of it,” Allen said. “We
relied too much on our outside
shooting.”
Second half turnaround
Men’s
hoops
From poor to perfect, Panthers capitalize with victory
Want to write sports for the DEN?
Give us a call. 581-7944
LAS VEGAS (AP) –  Francois
Botha knows what’s expected of
him. 
He’s supposed to be the legiti-
mate victim for Mike Tyson in
Tyson’s first fight since he bit
Evander Holyfield’s ears on June 
28, 1997. 
“We didn’t want another Peter
McNeeley,’’ said Shelley Finkel,
Tyson’s boxing adviser. “Botha is
credible.’’
McNeeley didn’t get through
the first round in Tyson’s first fight
after his release from prison in
1995. 
Botha also is relatively
unknown despite a 39-1 record and
a brief stay as the IBF heavyweight
champion. He is well aware this
fight can bring the kind of recogni-
tion that has escaped him in a 
pro career that began in 1990. 
“This is a huge fight,’’ said the
30-year-old South African, who
has lived in the United States for
nine years. ``I believe that they bit
off more than they could chew
with Francois Botha. No pun
intended.’’
Tyson was an 8-1 favorite. 
“I’m a sore loser,’’ Botha said
Tuesday. ` `I’ve got a great chin and
I’m ready to fight. I can’t be intim-
idated. I won’t be intimidated.’’
Botha won the IBF crown on a
unanimous decision over Axel
Schulz of Germany on Dec. 9,
1995. However, he tested positive
for steroid use. At first, the IBF
ordered a rematch but then with-
drew championship recognition. 
“They found a trace of a
steroid,’’ Botha said. ``The steroid
was in medication a doctor had
given me for a right-arm injury.’’
Botha called the loss of the title
“devastating.’’
“We had a contract to fight
Mike Tyson four years ago,’’ he 
said. “I lost a lot of money then and
the opportunity to prove what I’m
trying to prove now. I had to start
all over again.’’
At the time he was stripped of
the title, Botha was promoted by 
Don King, as was Tyson. Neither is
now. 
Michael Moorer won the
vacant title on points against
Schulz. On Nov. 9, 1996 in Las
Vegas, Moorer defended the title
against Botha and stopped him in
the 12th round. 
Botha admits he fought poorly
that night. That plus the fact he 
has fought less then two full rounds
(two first-round knockouts) in 19
months probably accounts for why
he was selected to fight Tyson. 
Tyson set to get 
back in boxing
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Scoreboard
Today 
No scheduled events.
Thursday 
4:45 p.m. – Women’s basketball vs.
Tennessee-Martin (Lantz Gym)
7 p.m. – Men’s and Women’s swim-
ming at IUPU-Indianapolis.
7:05 p.m. – Men’s basketball vs.
Tennessee-Martin (Lantz Gym)
Underclassmen entering NFL draft
The following is a list of non-seniors
who are eligible for the 1999 NFL Draft:
Rahim Abdullah, LB, Clemson 
Champ Bailey, CB-WR, Georgia 
Mathieu Beaudoin, OT, Syracuse 
Dre’ Bly, DB, North Carolina 
David Boston, WR, Ohio State 
David Bowens, LB-DE, W. Illinois 
Chris Claiborne, LB, USC
Cecil Collins, RB, McNeese State
Leroy Collins, RB, Louisville 
Tim Couch, QB, Kentucky 
*John Denton, QB, Eastern Kentucky 
Kris Farris, OT, UCLA 
Rufus French, TE, Mississippi 
Charlie Higgins, RB, Tulsa 
Brock Huard, QB, Washington 
Corey Hulsey, OL, Clemson 
Sedrick Irvin, RB, Michigan State 
Edgerrin James, RB, Miami 
Andy Katzenmoyer, LB, Ohio State 
Jevon Kearse, LB, Florida 
*Torin Kirtsey, RB, Middle Tennessee 
Reggie McGrew, DT, Florida 
Mike McKenzie, DB, Memphis 
Robert Newkirk, DT, Michigan State 
Solomon Page, OT, West Virginia 
DeMond Parker, RB, Oklahoma 
Yusuf Scott, G, Arizona 
Brian Smith, LB, UAB
Larry Smith, DT, Florida State 
Dimitrius Underwood, DE, Michigan St
Michael Vaughn, WR, Alabama 
Brad Ware, S, Auburn 
Damian Woody, C, Boston College 
Kenny Wright, DB, N.W. Louisiana 
Amos Zereoue, RB, West Virginia 
Number of players that left early in
1999: 35
Number of players that left early in
1998: 32
* denotes OVC players
National Basketball Association
players who have scored 20,000 or
more points (x-active):
1. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar            38,387 
2.Wilt Chamberlain                  31,419 
3. Michael Jordan                     29,277 
4. x-Karl Malone                        27,782 
5. Moses Malone                       27,409 
6. Elvin Hayes                           27,313 
7. Oscar Robertson                   26,710 
8. Dominique Wilkins                 26,534 
9. John Havlicek                        26,395 
10. Alex English                        25,613 
11. Jerry West                           25,192 
12.x-Hakeem Olajuwon              24,422 
13. Robert Parish                      23,334 
14. Adrian Dantley                     23,177 
15. Elgin Baylor                         23,149 
16. x-Charles Barkley                22,792 
17. Clyde Drexler                       22,195 
18. x-Patrick Ewing                     22,079   
19. Larry Bird                            21,791 
20. Hal Greer                            21,586 
21.Walt Bellamy                        20,941 
22. Bob Pettit                            20,880 
23. George Gervin                    20,708 
24.Tom Chambers                    20,049 
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Division 
Pts     GF     GA 
Philadelphia       52  120  82 
New  Jersey            49    116  104 
Pittsburgh        45  107  94 
N.Y. Rangers      39  110  111 
N.Y. Islanders              29      96    124 
Northeast Division
Pts     GF     GA 
Toronto                         50     133     117 
Ottawa                             49    124        91 
Buffalo                        48    109       78 
Boston                   44    104     89 
Montreal        37  96  113 
Southeast Division 
Pts     GF     GA
Carolina          43  106  101 
Florida          38  97  102 
Washington      33  92  97 
Tampa  Bay       21  86  146 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Central Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Detroit         44  125  111 
St. Louis      39  103  96 
Nashville      32  94  129 
*Chicago       28  89  132 
Northwest Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
*Colorado      40  99  106 
*Edmonton       37  114  109 
Vancouver      33  106  123 
Calgary        29  102  127 
Pacific Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
*Dallas       56  113  74 
Phoenix      49  100  76 
Anaheim      40  100  93 
San Jose    36  91  95 
Los Angeles   34  96  108 
*Late Games Not Included 
Tuesday’s Results
Toronto 4, Tampa Bay 3 
Detroit 5, Montreal 1 
Chicago at Colorado 
Dallas at Edmonton
Today’s Games 
St. Louis at Buffalo, 7 p.m.
Philadelphia at Washington, 7 p.m.
N.Y. Islanders at N.Y.Rangers, 7:30 p.m.
Toronto at Florida, 7:30 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Calgary at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.
Dallas at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.
Thursday’s Games
Florida at Carolina, 7 p.m.
New Jersey at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.
Nashville at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Edmonton at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Calgary at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.
All-Star Game, Rosters 
NEW YORK (AP) – Rosters for the
NHL All-Star game Jan. 24 at the Ice
Palace in Tampa, Fla., with NHL team
and country (x-denotes starters voted
by fans):
NORTH AMERICA ALL-STARS 
Goaltenders – x-Martin Brodeur, New
Jersey Devils, Canada; Ed Belfour,
Dallas Stars, Canada; Curtis Joseph,
Toronto Maple Leafs, Canada.
Defensemen
x-Ray Bourque, Boston Bruins,
Canada; x-Al MacInnis, St. Louis
Blues, Canada; Rob Blake, Los
Angeles Kings, Canada; Larry Murphy, 
Detroit Red Wings, Canada; Chris
Pronger, St. Louis Blues, Canada;
Scott Stevens, New Jersey Devils,
Canada; Darryl Sydor, Dallas Stars,
Canada.
Centers
x-Steve Yzerman, Detroit Red Wings,
Canada; Wayne Gretzky, New York
Rangers, Canada; Eric Lindros,
Philadelphia Flyers, Canada; Mike
Modano, Dallas Stars, United States;
Keith Primeau, Carolina Hurricanes,
Canada; Jeremy Roenick, Phoenix
Coyotes, United States.
Wingers 
x-Brendan Shanahan, Detroit Red
Wings, Canada; x-Paul Kariya,
Anaheim Mighty Ducks, Canada; Tony
Amonte, Chicago Blackhawks, United
States; Wendel Clark, Tampa Bay
Lightning, Canada; Theoren Fleury,
Calgary Flames, Canada; John
LeClair, Philadelphia Flyers, United
States; Mark Recchi, Montreal
Canadiens, Canada; Keith Tkachuk,
Phoenix Coyotes, United States.
Coaches 
Head Coach – Ken Hitchcock, Dallas
Stars. Assistant Coach – Jim
Schoenfeld, Phoenix Coyotes.
WORLD ALL-STARS 
Goaltenders
x-Dominik Hasek, Buffalo Sabres,
Czech Republic; Arturs Irbe, Carolina
Hurricanes, Latvia; Nikolai Khabibulin,
Phoenix Coyotes, Russia.
Defensemen
x-Nicklas Lidstrom, Detroit Red Wings,
Sweden; x-Uwe Krupp, Detroit Red
Wings, Germany; Roman Hamrlik,
Edmonton Oilers, Czech Republic;
Kenny Jonsson, NY Islanders,
Sweden; Teppo Numminen, Phoenix
Coyotes, Finland;Alexei Zhitnik, Buffalo
Sabres, Russia; Sergei Zubov, Dallas
Stars, Russia.
Centers
x-Peter Forsberg, Colorado Avalanche,
Sweden; Bobby Holik, New Jersey
Devils, Czech Republic; Viktor Kozlov,
Florida Panthers, Russia; Alexei
Yashin, Ottawa Senators, Russia.
Wingers 
x-Jaromir Jagr, Pittsburgh Penguins,
Czech Republic; x-Teemu Selanne,
Anaheim Mighty Ducks, Finland; Peter
Bondra, Washington Capitals,
Slovakia; Pavol Demitra, St. Louis
Blues, Slovakia; Dmitri Khristich,
Boston Bruins, Ukraine; Sergei
Krivokrasov, Nashville Predators,
Russia; Markus Naslund, Vancouver
Canucks, Sweden; Martin Straka,
Pittsburgh Penguins, Czech Republic;
Marco Sturm, San Jose Sharks,
Germany; Mats Sundin, Toronto Maple
Leafs, Sweden.
Coaches
Head Coach – Lindy Ruff, Buffalo
Sabres. Assistant Coach – Robbie
Ftorek, New Jersey Devils 
Men’s basketball
Tuesday’s results
Connecticut 101, Notre Dame 70
Iowa 71, Ohio State 68
Providence 67, Syracuse 58
Florida State 70, Clemson 64
Oklahoma 54, Oklahoma State 43
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf. Overall
Southeast Missouri       7-0           10-5
Murray State 6-0          14-2
Eastern 5-2           10-7
Tennessee State 3-3            6-7
Morehead State 3-4            6-9
*Middle Tenn. 2-3           4-11
Austin Peay 2-4            4-9
*Tennessee Tech 1-4            5-8
Tenn.-Martin 1-5            3-10
Eastern Kentucky 1-6          2-13
*Late game not included
Tuesday’s results
Eastern 72, Tennessee State 63
E. Kentucky 64, Tenn.–Martin 60
Murray State 86, Morehead 82
SEMO 87, Austin Peay 71
*Middle Tenn. at Tenn.Tech
Eastern 72,
Tennessee State 63
EIU (72) – Polite 5-11 1-1 5 13;
Hibbler 0-3 0-0 10; Shaver 2-2 1-2 1 5;
Owens 4-13 7-12 8 19; Hill 6-15 3-4 8
17; Ktistou 0-1 0-2 0 0; Joseph 0-0 0-2
0 0; Forrest 2-3 8-8 1 12; Sharp 0-1 0-
0 1 0;Smith 3-8 0-0 4 6.Technical fouls:
none.Totals: 22-57 20-31 41 72.
TSU (63) – Roberts 10-27 8-10 7 31;
Johnson 4-9 2-4 10 11; Bankston 3-7
1-2 8 7; B.Williams 1-5 1-1 5 5;
Williams 1-7 0-0 6 2;Martin 0-1 0-0 2 0;
Murray 0-2 0-0 2 0; Carter 2-5 0-0 1 5;
Parker 1-2 0-0 0 3; Beane 0-1 1-2 1 1.
Technical fouls: none.Totals: 22-66 13-
19 44 63.
Women’s basketball
Tuesday’s results
Purdue 76, Northwestern 46
Old Dominion 86, American 64
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf. Overall
Tennessee-Martin         5-1          10-4
Tennessee Tech 5-1            9-5
SE Missouri St. 5-2          10-4
Middle Tenn St. 4-2            8-6
Eastern Ky. 4-3            7-7
Tennessee St. 3-3            7-6
Austin Peay 2-4          3-11
Murray St. 2-4          3-11
Eastern                        1-6          3-11
Morehead St. 1-6          3-11
Tuesday’s results
Tenn. St. 77, Eastern 71
Murray State 74, Morehead State 69
SEMO 76, Austin Peay 56
Tenn.-Martin 83, E. Kentucky 74
Tennessee Tech 85, Middle Tenn. 63
Tennessee State 77,
Eastern 71
TSU (77) – Hassell 2-7 0-0 2 6;
Bennett 2-2 2-2 6 6; Moore 11-22 1-2 6
26; Hassell 5-17 3-4 1 16; Stepney 1-2
2-3 2 4; Cash 0-0 1-2 6 1;Thomas 3-5
5-6 4 11; Brunson 3-4 1-2 9 7.
Technical Fouls:bench (1).Totals 27-59
15-21 41 77.
EIU (71) – Garretson 4-4 2-4 5 10;
Aldrich 8-14 5-7 7 21; McShane 0-4 0-
0 5 0; Patzner 1-4 0-0 2 3; Schaul 3-8
2-4 2 10; Moore 4-10 0-1 1 10; Allen 0-
0 2-2 1 2; Bernat 2-5 2-2 1 8; Dada 1-2
1-2 0 3; Russell 1-4 2-2 1 4. Technical
Fouls: none.Totals 24-55 16-24 28 71.
A - 248.
BASEBALL 
American League
ANAHEIM ANGELS – Agreed to terms
with OF Matt Luke on a one-year con-
tract.
BOSTON RED SOX – Signed OF
Pedro Valdes to a minor-league con-
tract.
CHICAGO WHITE SOX – Acquired
RHP Darren Hall from the Los Angeles 
Dodgers for C Joe Sutton.
CLEVELAND INDIANS – Agreed to
terms with RHP Chris Crawford, RHP
Jeff Schmidt, RHP Chris Weidert, INF
Nick Ortiz, INF Angel Pagan, INF Jose
Vierra and OF Juan Hernaiz on minor-
league contracts.
National League 
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS –
Signed RHP Frank Castillo to a minor-
league contract.
HOUSTON ASTROS – Signed C Tony
Eusebio to a one-year contract. Hired
Chuck Carlson as a full-time area
scout.
LOS ANGELES DODGERS – Signed
LHP Greg Cadaret to a one-year con-
tract.
NEW YORK METS – Signed C-INF-
OF Jerry Brooks as a six-year minor
league free agent.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES – Agreed to
terms with 2B Tony Womack on a one-
year contract.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS – Signed OF
Darren Bragg to a one-year contract.
Named Mike Easler hitting coach.
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS –
Promoted Ned Colletti and Dick Tidrow
to vice presidents.
Arena Football League 
SAN JOSE SABERCATS – Named
Darren Arbet coach.
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
CHICAGO BEARS –Signed WR
Derrell Mitchell, DT Joe Fleming, G
Dan Palmer and DB Jim Cantelupe.
NEW YORK GIANTS – Named Jim
McNally offensive line coach.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES – Named
Rod Dowhower offensive coordinator,
Brad Childress quarterbacks coach.
Signed K David Akers, WR Kotto
Cotton, P Tony Martino and WR
Harvey Middleton.
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS – Signed
Steve Mariucci, coach, to a five-year
contract.hired Vinny Cerrato, director of
player personnel.
HOCKEY 
National Hockey League 
CALGARY FLAMES – Activated G
Jean-Sebastien Giguere from injured
reserve. Returned G Tyrone Garner to
Oshawa of the OHL.
FLORIDA PANTHERS – Assigned F
Marcus Nilson to New Haven of the
AHL.
PHILADELPHIA FLYERS – Assigned
RW Mark Greig to Philadelphia of the
AHL. Recalled C Peter White from
Philadelphia of the AHL.
OTTAWA SENATORS – Recalled D
Rick Goldmann from Hershey of the
AHL.
ST. LOUIS BLUES – Recalled F
Jochen Hecht from Worcester of the
AHL.
COLLEGE 
CALIFORNIA – Named Chris Bigelow
women’s assistant vollleyball coach.
ILLINOIS STATE – Announced basket-
ball F Rich Beyers transferred from
Illinois.
LSU – Named Rob Oviatt strength and
conditioning coordinator.
OREGON STATE – Named Dennis
Erickson football coach.
VANDERBILT – Named Keith Gill
assistant athletic director for adminis-
tration.
WEST FLORIDA – Announced it will
add women’s volleyball as a varsity
sport, starting in fall 2000.
1962 – Wilt Chamberlain scores an NBA
regulation-game record 73 points to lead
the Philadelphia Warriors to a 135-117
victory over the Chicago Packers.
1971 – Lenny Wilkens of the Seattle
Supersonics, at 33, becomes the oldest
All-Star MVP as he scores 21 points to
lead the West to a 108-107 victory over
the East.
1974 – The Miami Dolphins win their
second consecutive Super Bowl in their
third straight appearance with a 24-7 vic-
tory over the Minnesota Vikings. Larry
Csonka, the game’s MVP, gains 145
yards on 33 carries and scores a touch-
down.
1986 – NCAA schools vote overwhelm-
ingly in favor of adopting the 
controversial Proposition 48. The rule
requires that incoming freshman main-
tain 2.0 grade point averages.
EIU CALENDAR
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
Large Single Topping Pizza 
& Quart of Soda
$8.25
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844
designers wanted
the daily eastern
news design &
g r a p h i c s
department is now 
hiring ad designers
for spring ‘99.  apply
i n
person at the student 
publications business
o f f i c e
located in Buzzard
Rm1811
(graphic design majors
are encouraged to apply)
presents an
Alcohol FREE
SWING NIGHT
This Wednesday Night
FREE LESSONS 7:30 - 9:00 PM
* 18 years & Older
* $3.00 Cover Charge
* Special Drinks
* NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED
* Doors Open 7 PM - 1AM
410 Sixth Street
Charleston, IL
(217) 348-8018
One half block north of the Square
selves in a position to win,” Klein
said. 
Aldrich was the only player
from either team to score in the
double digits with 12 points at the
half, scoring almost half of the
team’s points.
“We tend to jam it into Leah
when she has a crowd and we’re not
giving her enough time to get
open,” Klein said.  “We need to
execute better offense and give her
time.”
After the Panthers lost their lead
off of a jumper by senior guard
Schronda Moore, continued fouls
by Garretson, Sophomore guard
Colleen McShane, and freshman
forward Lola Dada helped put the
Tigers at the line and increased
their lead in the first half, making
11 of 14 free throws.
Eastern was able to put itself 11
points ahead halfway into the first
half, but that was as far as they
could get.  With a jumper by
Aldrich starting out the scoring,
both Aldrich and Schaul made
layups, giving Eastern six points
before Tennessee could even score.  
“We had better offense and
defense than the last time we saw
them, but it’s not good enough,”
Klein said.  “We didn’t do anything
down stretch to pull a win.”
Although the team’s goal is to
average 71 points in a game, which
they were able to achieve, there are
still several problems that the team
needs to work out.  Klein believes
the team doesn’t do a good job in
certain aspects.   They turnover the
ball at critical times.  They miss
box outs.  All this adds up for the
team and Klein said the team still
has to take better care of the ball.
“We have to keep facing the
challenges and put wins together,”
Klein said.  
“We can’t worry about stand-
ings.”
Surge
from Page 12
she leads the OVC in scoring. But
that does pose a problem.
“At times they had three peo-
ple on her and we forced it in sev-
eral times and we shouldn’t have,”
Garretson said.
Simple math shows that if
three defenders are on Aldrich,
then two other people should be
open. Patience and
working the ball has not been the
Panthers’ forte, partly for one rea-
son.
“I think our perimeter players,
at times, have low self confidence
and as soon as they miss a shot,
they get their heads down,”
Garretson said. “They’re all great
shooters and have to have confi-
dence. They need to be like
Michael Jordan; if he misses, he
doesn’t stop.”
But even with Jordan’s great-
ness, the Bulls couldn’t be the
same until he had a strong
supporting cast. 
The same goes for Aldrich and
the Panthers.
Merda
from Page 12
Super Bowl ads
already hot 
commodity
A tiny company that posts job
openings on the Internet has
committed 43 percent of its rev-
enue to running a half-minute
commercial on this onth’s Super
Bowl telecast. 
As if more pressure were needed,
the company, HotJobs.com Ltd.,
has never advertised on TV, its
original commercial concept was
rejected by the network as inap-
propriate and its ad agency quit
in the scramble for a new ad
idea. 
And to top it all off, one of its
chief rivals, The Monster-board,
owned by TMP Worldwide, has
bought twice as much commer-
cial time. 
But don’t worry about
HotJobs. Its $2 million gamble is
already showing returns as it has
been mentioned in numerous
published accounts of who is
advertising on the Super Bowl.
The Fox network’s rejection of
the initial ad idea drew more free
news coverage. 
HotJobs’ tale illustrates how
attractive the Super Bowl is for 
advertisers and why little-known
companies are willing to take
such big risks in going against
the heavy hitters like Anheuser-
Busch and PepsiCo. 
The Super Bowl typically
attracts the year’s biggest TV
audience averaging 90 million
viewers for the game and 64.8
million for the postgame show. 
McGwire’s 70th
home run ball
sells for $3 million
Mark McGwire topped the Babe
and Sammy again. 
McGwire’s 70th home run ball
sold at auction Tuesday night for 
more than $3 million –  well above
November’s record price of
$126,500 for a ball that Babe Ruth
hit for the first home run in Yankee
Stadium. 
An anonymous telephone bidder
bought McGwire’s record home run 
ball, which was sold by Guernsey’s
auction house at a special sale 
at Madison Square Garden. 
The total price includes the bid of
$2.7 million plus a $305,000 
commission to the auction house,
bringing the total to $3,005,000. 
Sammy Sosa’s final home run of the
season, his 66th, sold for 
$150,000, plus a 15 percent commis-
sion, bringing the total price to 
$172,500. 
When the price on the McGwire
ball reached $1.6 million, the auction
came down to a one-on-one bidding
battle between the invisible phone
voice and Irwin Sternberg, president
of Stonehenge, Ltd., manufacturers
of fine neckwear. 
-compiled from wire reports
inbrief
national
sports
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NHL
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She’s double teamed? Pass it to her anyway
Second-half surge not enough
Chad Merda / Staff photographer
Senior Eastern forward Amanda Garretson fights off Tennessee State’s Larissa Thomas Tuesday night during the Panthers’ 77-71 loss in Lantz
Gym. Garretson scored 10 points while center Leah Aldrich led the Eastern attack with 21 points.
First-half Tiger run
helps drop Eastern
to 3-11 on season
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
With less than a minute left in the women’s bas-
ketball game and Tennessee State up by one at 72-
71, a three-point shot by Tiger guard Cari Hassell
sealed the Panther’s fate. 
The remaining time only allowed the Tigers to
pull further ahead ending the game at 77-71 and
leaving Eastern at 3-11.
A free throw by junior cen-
ter Leah Aldrich tied the game
for the last time at 69 after
tying the game five times in the
second half.  After coming out
of a 16 point hole near the start of the second half,
a three point shot by junior guard Monica Bernat
tied the game for the first time at 53 half way into
the second half.  
“We suffered a drought for about eight minutes
where we only scored four points in the first half,
but I was pleased with the way the players fought
back,” Panther head coach John Klein said.  
A free throw by sophomore forward Angie
Russell gave the Panthers the lead for the first time
at 55-54 in the second half after three-point shots by
guards Angie Patzner, Renee Schaul, and Lori
Moore helped to lower the Tigers’ lead into the sin-
gle digits.   
“We kept hoping we would be able to keep the
game close, but we just weren’t able to score
because the shots didn’t fall,” Klein said.  “We mis-
handled the ball, which led to Tennessee’s points.”
With Tennessee outrebounding and Eastern 41-
28, senior forward Amanda Garretson said their
problem lies with their rebounding.  
“We need to get the outside to step up, we just
weren’t doing the little things both offensively and
defensively,” Garretson said.
The Panthers had four players scoring in the
double figures with Aldrich leading the way with
21; while Garretson, Schaul, and Moore added 10
apiece.  Schaul and Moore each had two steals, con-
tributing to Eastern’s six, but that was still less than
half of Tennesse’s 14.
With the Tigers putting both freshman Larissa
Thomas and Hassell on the line with 20 seconds left
in the first half, they were able to help their team
end the half 12 points ahead at 38-26. Schaul was
fouled at the buzzer and went to the line, but was
unable to come away with any more points.
“We tried to come back in the lead and put our- 
Panthers continue to roll in Ohio Valley
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer
Things were looking good for the
Tennessee State men’s basketball
team with 8:19 remaining and it held a
four-point lead.
But one play woke up the Panther
basketball team and propelled them to
a 72-63 victory Tuesday night in Lantz
Gymnasium for their fifth straight
Ohio Valley Conference win. 
With 8:19 remaining in the game,
Panther senior center Michael Shaver
received a pass and promptly leaped
through the air and put down a dunk.
“Shaver’s dunk was a big play in
the game,” Panther sophomore guard
Kyle Hill said. “It put some pep in our
step and got us going.”
Eastern (10-
7, 5-2) went to
its outside game
to take the lead
for good when
two minutes
after Shaver’s dunk senior guard Jack
Owens knocked home one of his four
three pointers on the night. 
Eastern was then able to knock
down 10 free throws in the final four
minutes to secure the win and get
revenge from an earlier 67-59 loss in
Nashville this season. 
“In the last four-and-a-half or five
minutes they played like a veteran
team and I thought we played kind of
tentative,” Tennessee State head coach
Frankie Allen said. 
Six of those free throws were hit
by junior forward Michael Forrest,
who went a perfect eight-for-eight
from the line on the night.
Eastern was able to overcome a
dreadful first half where it shot 28 per-
cent from the field and 33 percent
from the foul line and consequently
scored only 25 points. But State was
unable to take advantage of the
Eastern woes as it went into halftime
only up 30-25. 
The largest lead State could con-
tain in the first half came with 10 sec-
onds left when Tiger George Parker
knocked down a three. But just before
the first half ended, Shaver tipped in a
Hill miss to cut the seven point lead to
five. 
Of State’s (6-7, 3-3) 30 first half
points, 14 came from Ohio Valley
Conference leading
scorer Jamie
Roberts. Roberts
finished with a
game-high 31
points on 10-of-27
shooting from the
floor.
“He did well at
times, but we need other people to step
up and score more,” Allen said. “We
should have rested him more, I think
he got kind of tired down the stretch.”
The Panthers overcame Tennessee
State’s size and strength advantage to
come away with the win.
“It was a war with many battles,”
Panther head coach Rick Samuels
said. “We had the battle under the
boards which we were determined to
win or at least not get embarrassed like
we did last time. We also had a battle
to win the perimeter and they tried to
defend our motion offense by being
physical and coming up on us. There
was also a battle with fatigue.”
After being outrebounded 56-34 in
the first contest between the two
teams, Eastern narrowed the margin to
three and was only outrebounded by
the Tigers 44-41 on Tuesday night. 
notes: Eastern put four players in
double figures, with Owens leading
the way with 19 points.......  Eastern
outscored the Tigers 47-33 in the sec-
ond half.....  John Smith, who missed
the first contest with State because he
was academically ineligible, led the
Panthers with four offensive rebounds.
EIU
UTM
72
63
Men’s basketball
Option No. 1: Advance the ballup court, wait for center LeahAldrich to get open, then passit to her to shoot.
Option No. 2: Try to force the ball into
her against a double team.
Option No. 3: Have another player
take a shot and hope Aldrich pulls down
the rebound.
That seemed to be the scenario for
much of the first half Tuesday night in the
Lady Panthers’ 77-71 OVC loss to
Tennessee State. 
The plan did work – Eastern had a 22-
17 lead against the Tigers thanks to
Aldrich’s 12 points on 5-of-7 shooting
from the floor.
But in the last eight minutes of the
half, it became apparent why the team
was 3-10, soon to be 3-11.
At the 8:18 mark, Aldrich collected her
second foul, and coach John Klein
benched her
to keep her
out of foul
trouble.
“I pro-
mised the
coaches I
wouldn’t foul
(anymore),”
Aldrich said.
“But they
said the out-
side players would have to step it up.”
That didn’t happen. Tennessee State
closed out the half with a 21-4 run to take
a comfortable 38-26 lead – all in
Aldrich’s absence.
Why didn’t Klein put the conference’s
leading scorer back in the game during
the hefty Tiger run in the first half?
“We kept hoping we would be able to
keep the game close, but we just weren’t
able to score because the shots didn’t
fall,” he said.
An understatement, considering the
rest of the team was 6-of-25 from the
floor heading to half.
Eastern outscored Tennessee State 45-
39 in the second half. Aldrich scored nine
points, but more importantly, played the
entire half. The connection is an obvious
one.
“We need her in the game,” forward
Amanda Garretson said. “She’s very good
offensively and she needs to be in there
rebounding. She needs to be in the ball
game.”
Klein has to live with his decision to
pull Aldrich. It wasn’t right or wrong –
but that, along with Garretson’s com-
ments, show just how dependent the team
is on her. And rightfully so, considering
Chad Merda
Sports editor
email: cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu
Eastern turns momentum from Shaver’s second-half dunk into victory
More inside
Offense turns
the tide in 
second half
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TSU
EIU
77
71
Women’s basketball
